REGIONAL MEMORANDUM
No. ___________, s. 2021

REITERATION OF THE UTILIZATION OF
DEPED CENTRAL OFFICE SELF-LEARNING MODULES
AS PRIMARY LEARNING RESOURCE

To: Schools Division Superintendents

1. The Department of Education Central Office (DepEd CO) issued DM-CI-2020-00162 titled “Suggested Strategies in Implementing Distance Learning Delivery Modalities for SY 2020-2021 dated July 21, 2020. Paragraph 5 states that “As much as possible, the primary learning resource that shall be used are the self-learning modules (SLMs) developed by the regions (uploaded in the MS Teams) for the implementation of the Alternative Delivery Modes. It shall be the foundation for conversion to various content formats such as, but not limited to, digital formats (flat PDF and e-SLM), educational video, radio and others.”

2. Other learning resources like textbooks, learner's materials, MELCs-aligned teacher-made videos, audio-lessons, modules, activity sheets, interactive e-materials may supplement the required learning resource for each learning delivery modality.

3. The above-mentioned provision was reiterated in the Regional Memorandum 670, s. 2020 under Utilization of Self-Learning Modules specifically in paragraphs a and b.

4. The ready-to-print (RTP) re-quality assured SLMs can be accessed through the MS Teams (Q1_RTP_SLMs_version2) by the CID Chiefs, LR Supervisors and other LR Personnel.

5. Moreover, the SDOs and schools are likewise advised to utilize the quality assured Regional-initiated ARAL sa Bahay Alternative Instructional Resources uploaded and published in the Region1 Learning Resource Information System (R1-LRIS) as supplementary assessment tool to the CO-conformed SLMs.
6. For information and compliance.
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